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The campus EPUS committee has not yet met but has begun communication about new issues for the
committee:
•
I received one policy for quick review in late August which was to have its review completed by
September 4th. It was not practical to have it reviewed by the committee in that time frame. The policy
was “Policy 100-016 External Reporting Campus Policy 8-2015” (now available online). I have looked at
it and did not see any particular issues. It is a new policy that codifies procedures for external reports. If
you are interested, take a look at it online. EPUS members are currently taking a look at it. If we see any
concerns, they could be raised for revision. That actually seems unlikely.
•
The second policy coming our way is “Policy 900-006 PI Eligibility on Sponsored Programs”. It
clarifies who is and is not eligible to serve as the principal investigator for external funding. It includes
forms for exceptions to serve. I have copied Tom Zwirlein in on this as chair of P&B. While we will likely
give this policy some review, it may fall more squarely in the review of P&B.
•
Additionally, I have not forgotten about our quest to make possible calendar changes that we
dealt with at the end of last year. I am going to have conversations around the campus to get a feel for
what is possible. You will be hearing from me on this later.

System EPUS Activities
•

System EPUS will have its first meeting on September 25th.

